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READ AND FOLLOW ALL SAFETY AND INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY.
TURN OFF  ELECTRICAL POWER BEFORE STARTING INSTALLATION.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

2. (If you don't have a 3" hole cutter bit) Score a 3" hole in
the ceiling and use a hand saw to cut out the hole.

3. Before installing make sure the hole
is the right size and the screen sits flush
against the ceiling.

4. Generously apply joint compound to the back of the screen along 
the outside collar of screen opening. This will ensure any gap 
around the hole cutout will be filled. There should be enough 
applied to fill in any gaps around the hole and will push through 
inside the ceiling (see picture 2).

5. Apply joint compound
around the hole in the ceiling.

Recommended joint 
compound. Must have thick 
consistency.

1. Use a 3" hole cutter drill bit
to cut hole in ceiling.

Leo
Rejected

Leo
Accepted
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7. Apply as much joint compound
as needed and begin to smooth
out the surface.

11. Slightly unscrew fixture so
there is a gap between the
ceiling and back of the fixture.

12. Reapply layers of joint
compound as necessary.

14. Remove protective wrap and
screw fixture into place.
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8. Remove excess joint
compound from the opening
to ensure the fixture will
install and fit properly. Allow
spackle to dry.

9. Connect wire from inside
ceiling to back of the fixture.

10. Wrap the fixture to protect
the finish then install fixture by
turning COUNTER-clockwise
and it will click when in place.

13. Wait for joint compound
to dry then sand until smooth.
Then paint to finish.

15. To remove fixture for servicing
use a hammer to tap around the
perimeter of where the hole is until
the trim is free.

6. Align the screen hole with the
hole in the ceiling and firmly press
the screen into the wet joint
compound. Make sure the joint
compound comes out through the
mesh holes and that the mesh is
sitting flush against the ceiling.

16. Firmly turn the fixture
CLOCKWISE to remove. Minimal
damage to the painted plate
makes re-installation a breeze.




